Two families with Wilson disease in which siblings showed different phenotypes.
We investigated two families with Wilson disease in which siblings showed different clinical phenotypes and different ages at onset. In Family 1, the second and fourth male children demonstrated onset of the neurological type of Wilson disease at 16 and 28 years of age, respectively, and the first female child developed the hepatic type at 38 years of age. In Family 2, the second male child showed neurological symptoms at 32 years of age and was diagnosed as having the hepatoneurological type of Wilson disease; then the 35-year-old first female child was found to have the hepatic type by familial screening. We performed mutation analysis of the ATP7B gene for these patients, and found that the mutation was a compound heterozygote in both families. Previous reports of siblings with Wilson disease have shown an identical clinical phenotype and similar ages at onset. In addition, hepatic-type cases generally occur at lower ages compared with the neurological type. In the present investigation, however, younger patients showed neurological symptoms earlier than their older siblings, and clinical phenotypes differed among siblings in both families. These cases appear to be rare. Individual differences in copper accumulation in hepatic cells and intolerance to copper toxicity might be the reason for this phenomenon. Furthermore, there might be a difference in the dominance of the allele expressing ATP7B protein among these cases, resulting in different clinical phenotypes, because all patients of both families were found to be compound heterozygotes.